
THE FUTURE OF FOREX. 
HOW BROKERS CAN GAIN A
COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
THROUGH A SEAMLESS FOREX VPS
INTEGRATION FOR THEIR
TRADERS

By integrating with our API, Forex Brokers
are able to effectively meet the evolving
needs of their traders with a world-class
Forex VPS product. Designed for flexibility,
our API enables the product’s functionalities
to be adapted in accordance with Broker’s
bespoke requirements. 

AS TECHNOLOGY WITHIN THE
FINANCIAL SECTOR ADVANCES AT A
RAPID PACE, NETSHOP ISP HAS
BEEN COMMITTED TO CREATING
PRODUCTS THAT WILL CONTINUE
TO ADD PERPETUAL VALUE TO THE
HIGHLY DYNAMIC FOREX INDUSTRY.
THROUGH EXTENSIVE RESEARCH
AND DEVELOPMENT THAT SPANS
OVER A DECADE, OUR FOREX
SOLUTIONS HAVE BEEN REFINED TO
DELIVER UNWAVERING
PERFORMANCE – PROMPTING THE
LAUNCH OF OUR POWERFUL API. 
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FUNDAMENTAL
FOR FOREX
Persevering in an ever-evolving industry
can be challenging, so needless to say,
what was once a tool to gain a competitive
edge has now become a prerequisite for
successful trading – Forex VPS Hosting. 

By appeasing the modern trader’s desire for

exceptional execution speeds and unconstrained

freedom, implementing a VPS has proven to not only be

extremely efficient, but also highly-lucrative. 

The notion that time is money is ingrained in the core

of the Forex industry, with traders proactively seeking

ways to battle market volatility by speeding up their

trade process. With a strong involvement in the Forex

industry since launching in 2004, it has been NetShop

ISP’s mission to create comprehensive solutions

specifically designed to cater to the intricate needs of

Forex Traders and Brokers alike.



UNLOCK
UNLIMITED
OPPORTUNITIES
WITH REST API
Seamless integration with our Forex VPS API allows

Brokers to offer an industry-leading, low latency Forex

VPS product within their own CRM or client portal,

gaining a competitive edge over other Brokers.

WHITE LABEL & PRICE
MARKUP
You can advertise our Forex VPS plans under your own

brand without revealing NetShop ISP’s name, giving

you the freedom to set a price markup so you earn

additional income from every VPS order.

LOGIC CONDITIONS
A lot of brokers choose to offer a Free VPS service to

customers who maintain a certain level of trading

volume (lots), whereas traders not meeting this

condition will have the option to pay for their Forex

VPS. That, and a lot more custom conditions, can be

easily programmed with our API in any of the

supported programming languages (Bash, PHP,

Python).

AUTOMATED VPS
ORDERS SETUP
All orders placed by your customers within your own

traders’ portal (CRM) are sent straight to our orders

queue, taking just 60 seconds from the time an order

is sent for it to be provisioned.

UNLIMITED
PAYMENT GATEWAYS

Integrating your CRM with our API allows you to

receive payments for Forex VPS orders in any

payment gateway that you utilize for normal

trading deposits. By maintaining a positive balance

in your myNetShop account, any VPS order placed

by your customers will be provisioned, assuming

the trader has completed the payment process

within your own portal.



FOUR REASONS
WHY A FOREX VPS
CAN IMPROVE
TRADING
OPERATIONS
With Forex being an unpredictable industry by nature,

investing in the right resources can have a direct

impact on traders’ potential earnings. By integrating

with our API, Brokers can offer their traders a valuable

solution that proves highly beneficial for the following

reasons. 

RAPID TRADE
EXECUTION
With prices constantly fluctuating, the speed at which

traders access market data and complete an order

directly affects their overall profits. Opting for a low

latency VPS can help to combat slippage by greatly

speeding up traders’ interaction with the market,

ensuring that they’re receiving and acting upon

accurate information.

The correlation between low latency and financial

gain is apparent, with traders relying on superfast

speeds to make every millisecond count. Super-low

latency is attainable by reducing the distance between

the trader and broker with the use of a VPS, ultimately

resulting in faster trade execution and maximized

profits. 

UNINTERRUPTED
TRADE AUTOMATION
In an industry that doesn’t sleep for 5 days a week, it’s

virtually impossible for traders to monitor the market

around the clock. Automation has become essential to

establishing a strong trading strategy, with automated

software like Expert Advisers and cBots being

powerful tools that many traders have grown to rely

on.

An EA or trading bot running on a VPS rather

than a personal computer will not only

execute trades faster, but also without

disruption. In the event of a power outage,

loss of connectivity or when the trader’s

computer is turned off, a Forex VPS, like any

server, has the capability to remain online,

meaning trading software is always available

and functioning.

HEIGHTENED
DATA SECURITY
The evolution of technology has not only seen

major advancements in the ease of trading,

but it has also provided prime opportunities

for data to be compromised too. The rise in

phishing scams, viruses and other cyber-

threats has made it even more important for

traders to take every precaution in order to

safeguard their data.

VPS hosting creates a secure environment

through well-designed framework and

stringent protocols that proactively monitor

and mitigate the risk of security breaches and

vulnerabilities. Ultimately, Forex trading with

a VPS proves less likely to succumb to threats

than with a personal computer.

We are trusted by
thousands of traders
and Forex Brokers, who
are reaping the benefits
of our powerful API that
can be seamlessly
integrated with any
CRM, at unmatched
prices. 



With that being said, VPS hosting
provides traders of all backgrounds and
lifestyles a convenient and accessible
solution, with the freedom to trade
anywhere with a network connection.
Remote access proves especially
valuable for traders to easily access
their server from any device, without
restrictions.

CONVENIENT
TRADING
FOREX TRADING IS NO LONGER
SOLELY FOR WELL-ESTABLISHED
PROFESSIONALS, THE INDUSTRY
HAS BECOME A LOT MORE
ACCESSIBLE AND ACCOMMODATING
FOR TRADERS JUST STARTING OUT,
HOBBYISTS AND INDIVIDUALS
ATTEMPTING TO CREATE AN
ADDITIONAL STREAM OF INCOME.
THIS HAS BECOME PARTICULARLY
NOTICEABLE IN LIGHT OF CURRENT
EVENTS, WITH A SIGNIFICANT RISE
IN TRADERS AND TRADING VOLUME.

SMARTER
TRADING
SOLUTIONS WITH
NETSHOP ISP  
Amongst few providers to offer VPS
services solely for Forex purposes over a
decade ago, NetShop ISP has led the way
and gained massive traction within the
Forex industry. We are trusted by
thousands of traders and Forex Brokers,
who are reaping the benefits of our
powerful API that can be seamlessly
integrated with any CRM, at unmatched
prices. 

Dedicated to the constant development of our

solutions, we maintain a strong presence within the

industry that allows us to cultivate our services to

surpass the industry-standard. Having heavily invested

in our growing global infrastructure, with next-

generation data centers situated in prime locations that

span over 3 continents, including Cyprus, Malta, the

Netherlands, UK, USA, Singapore and Hong Kong, we

remain firmly at the forefront of the Forex industry.

 
Take Control of Your Brokerage With The Award Winning 

Skale CRM & Marketplace!
 

CRM - CLIENT PORTAL - IB PORTAL - PAYMENT CASHIER 

AFFILIATE MANAGEMENT - MARKETING API's 

 

 

CONTACT SKALE FOR MORE INSIGHTS


